
INCIDENT?  NEAR MISS?  NOT REPORTABLE?  YOU DECIDE! 

Snake rattles at crew member from a few feet away NR        Near Miss      Incident 

Tree falls in the distance during a storm, and crew leader decides to Take Five for Safety with the entire crew.   NR        Near Miss      Incident 

Leader loses PLB during rec trip NR        Near Miss      Incident 

Member already on behavioral contract for breaking safety rules climbs 20 feet up a tree NR        Near Miss      Incident 

Leaders learn that agency partner expects crew to use additional PPE beyond what is provided -- member has 
plenty available for crew to use 

NR        Near Miss      Incident 

Members pull poison ivy as part of their project NR        Near Miss      Incident 

Members revisit their group goals and expectations midway through the program and find out that they are 
not meeting their expectations of each other 

NR        Near Miss      Incident 

Crew leader pulls entire tree down attempting to hang bear bag, no injuries NR        Near Miss      Incident 

Member is violently angry with another member but punches tree instead, with minor bruising NR        Near Miss      Incident 

Tree falls and lands beside tent, with members sleeping inside NR        Near Miss      Incident 

Agency partner brings crew peanut-butter cookies;  member with peanut allergy almost eats one before 
leader intervenes 

NR        Near Miss      Incident 

Crew member is showing off to his friends, slips and almost goes over 50-foot waterfall, catches self at last 
moment 

NR        Near Miss      Incident 

Leader slams on brakes to avoid hitting deer -- has stiff neck afterwards NR        Near Miss      Incident 

Crew leader looks at incoming storm and cancels the trail project for that day, electing to do a rest and 
recovery day instead 

NR        Near Miss      Incident 

Crew leader drives crew back to camp when sleepy, and almost runs a stop sign NR        Near Miss      Incident 

Leaders disagree about how to support a homesick member, but arrive at a plan for the next 24 hours NR        Near Miss      Incident 


